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ABSTRACT 
Analysers are used in various industries such as the refineries, petrochemical 
plants, steel industries, pulp and paper industries and so on. Analysers are high 
technology instruments and are very crucial in the industries in preserving the quality 
of the product and control processes. The problem faced here is the unreliability of 
analysers. The biggest weakness is that analysers are unreliable which cause doubts 
and uneasiness to fully rely on them. One of the ways to improve its reliability is to 
anticipate the failures before it happens. This will help to save cost, time and the 
work forces. This is another step to be taken in improving the technology present 
today. The scope of this project is to check and verify the algorithms used, design the 
system, and to develop, enhance and test the engine. It is important to overcome the 
analysers' weakness as to lighten the burden of constant maintenance work. This will 
ease the workers' burden and the analysers will be fully utilized to its optimization. In 
this project, verification will be done for the characteristics used in software named 
'Analyzer'. This prototype software has only been recently used and tested in a 
plant. The software is capable of anticipating instrument analyser failures before the 
real failures take place in reality. Before an instrument fail, it will exhibit some 
distinct behaviors such as sudden increase in reading fluctuation or spikes, slowing 
response in the process flow and so on. The Analyzer` is capable in predicting the 
state of an instrument based on its trend behaviors. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
The original Analyzer` software was first developed by a PETRONAS owned 
refinery named PETRONAS Penapisan Terengganu Sdn Bhd (PPTSB). The software 
is capable of anticipating instrument analyser failures before they actually happen in 
reality. The software has been named `Analyzer`' by the inventor and is currently in a 
prototype stage and daily used by PPTSB. The software has been identified capable 
to create significant value if implemented and shared throughout the PETRONAS 
group. 
The output of the prediction analysis is a PETRONAS patented confidence 
level indicator. The indicator shows how much percentage that an instrument is 
believed and confident to be healthy. The value ranges from 0 to 100%. For an 
example, if the indicator reads 85%, it means that the people are only 85% confident 
that the instrument is healthy. The confidence level indicator is also referred to as the 
`Health Index' in PPTSB. It has been a practiced in PPTSB for its maintenance 
personnel to attend to an instrument if the health index drops below 95%. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
Analysers are high technology instruments which measures oxygen, pH, 
moisture, purity, conductivity, freeze point and so on. It is an important and crucial 
instrument in the industries as it measures the specifications of the product. This 
ensures the qualities of the products are always preserved and met while also save 
cost and time. Analysers are also used to control processes as desired. This shows 
how important it is to have analysers. The problem statement of the project is that 
analysers are unreliable due to the high percentage of failure. Frequent maintenances 
are needed to ensure the analysers are working in tip top condition. This will cause 
the workers more burden than usual as they are busy with other problems as well. It 
will also take time to maintain the analysers from time to time. If the time taken to 
maintain analysers could be put to use in other work, more work will be done at the 
same amount of time. This will save cost, time and work forces. 
13 Objective and Scope of Study 
The objectives of the project are: 
" To verify the software's characteristics 
The scope of study starts with investigating the 6 algorithms which are present 
in the software. Researches for other related matters will also be done 
concurrently. 
" To design and enhance the engine of the software 
The scope of study involves developing designs of the engine. After the 
design stage, the engine will be developed by using Visual Basics. After that 
has been achieved, testing for any errors on the software will be carried out. 
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Pearson's Product Moment Correlation 
When measured in a population the Pearson Product Moment correlation is 
designated by the Greek letter rho (p). When computed in a sample, it is designated 
by the letter "r" and is sometimes called "Pearson's r" [1]. The Pearson product- 
moment correlation coefficient (used in Analyzer2) is a measure of the correlation 
(linear dependence) between two variables X and Y, giving a value between +1 and 
-I inclusive. Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) is a measure of the strength of the 
association between the two variables [2]. 
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Table 1: Linear Dependence between Two Variables X and Y[1] 
Scatterplot Description 
r= 1 
A correlation of +1 means that there is a perfect 
9 positive linear relationship between variables. 
5 The scatterplot shown on this page depicts such 
3 a relationship. It is a positive relationship 12345 
because high scores on the X-axis are associated Correlation coefficient, I 
(always occur together) [3] with high scores on the Y-axis. 
 A correlation of -1 means that there is a perfect 
r=-1 
Y negative linear relationship between variables. 
5 The scatterplot shown 
depicts a negative 
3 relationship. It is a negative relationship because 
12345 
x high scores on the X-axis are associated with Correlation coefficient, -1 
(never occur together) [3] low scores on the Y-axis. 
200 
A correlation of 0 means there is no linear 
r=o "" relationship between the two variables. The 
100 " `". 
r3 r" graph shows a Pearson correlation of 0. 
30 50 70 
Correlation coefficient, 0 
(absolutely independent) [3] 
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The statistic is defined as the sum of the products of the standard scores of the 
two measures divided by the degrees of freedom [4]. Based on a sample of paired 













are the standard score, sample mean, and sample standard deviation (calculated using 
rr -I in the denominator) [4]. 
The result obtained is equivalent to dividing the sample covariance between the two 
variables by the product of their sample standard deviations: 
1(xi - X) (1,; - (Equation 2) 
ýýý 
1(ýýý - 
ýýýý ý1' 1(ýi - ý"ýý 
In general, the Pearson coefficient only measures the degree of a linear dependency. 
One can expect statistical correlation to be different from the one suggested by 
Pearson coefficients if a relationship is nonlinear [5]. 
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2.2 Fluctuation 
From the 1930's onwards, there have been a lot of papers on the limit to 
instrument response set by output fluctuations arising from noise in components. 
Most of these derive the parameter for the fluctuation limit. It has been suggested [6] 
that the fluctuation limit should be characterized by the frequency with which some 
level is exceeded by the fluctuations, which is a step forward, since this parameter 
characterizes the noise power and the frequency spectrum. All the same, no definition 
has been given for the fluctuation limit, and it is not clear what is the permissible 
relation between a scale division and the output fluctuations [7]. 
The present paper considers fluctuation response limit via the error and the 
response threshold as functions of the relation between the output fluctuation level 
and a scale division, which is characterized via mt h o, where h is the minimum 
fraction of a scale division that the observer can reliably distinguish and o is the 
standard deviation in the output signal due to fluctuation. This m1 has been used in 
several papers in the analysis of sensitive instruments [8]. We assume that the output 
fluctuations are represented by a stationary ergodic process with a nonnal 
distribution. 
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2.3 Spike Detection 
Spike detection may be used for data reduction by merely reporting the 
presence of a spike rather than digitizing the electrode voltage waveform. The spike 
detection may be used in another way as part of a system to trigger limited recording 
over some time window around each spike. A simple thresholding mechanism is 
often used to detect spikes [9]. 
Spike-detection thresholds are set by measuring the RMS voltage of a signal 
over some brief time window (e. g. 250 ms) and using a multiple of this voltage as the 
threshold [101. This "direct RMS measurement" method is susceptible to bias due to 
the presence of large-amplitude spikes, which inflate the estimate of RMS noise level. 
The background noise may also not be stationary [11], which requires repeated 
measurements to be done or some other automatic threshold scheme capable of 
tracking the noise level and setting the threshold accordingly. 
The rule-based methods [12-131 used for recognizing special features of spike 
waveforms have achieved not only high true-positive rate but also high false positive 
rate [14]. One of the major problems leading to false spike recognition in rule-based 
methods lies in the fact that there is no clear definition of a spike [15]. As a result, the 
artificial neural network (ANN) technique for spike detection, which simulates the 
human reasoning process, has demonstrated strong potential since it was presented 
[14& 16]. 
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2.4 Average Value 
The moving average is a simple mathematical technique used primarily to 
eliminate aberrations and reveal the real trend in a collection of data points. The 
moving average is also a prototype of the finite impulse response filter, the most 
common type of filter used in computer-based instrumentation. In cases where a 
given waveform is cluttered with noise, where a mean needs to be extracted from a 
periodic signal, or where a slowly drifting baseline needs to be eliminated from a 
higher frequency signal, a moving average filter may be applied to achieve the 
desired result [ 17]. 
2.5 Average Deviation 
This algorithm is used to calculate the average deviation between two 
identical instruments. Two similar instruments measuring the same point should 
always have a standard allowable average deviation. Although standard deviation is a 
more accurate method of finding the error margin, the average deviation method is 
relatively easier to calculate [ 18]. 
The steps to find Average Deviation (precision of measurement) are as follows [18]: 
1. Find the average value of the measurements. 
2. Find the difference between the first value and the average value. This is 
called the deviation. 
3. Take the absolute value of this deviation. 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the other values. 
5. Find the average of the deviations. This is the average deviation. 
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The average deviation is an estimate of how far off the actual values are from 
the average value, assuming that the measuring device is accurate. This can be used 
as the estimated error. Sometimes it is given as a number (numerical form) or as a 
percentage [ 181. 
2.6 Visual Basic 
Visual Basic (VB) is developed by Microsoft as the third-generation event- 
driven programming language and integrated development environment (IDE) for its 
COM programming model. As compared to other programming languages available, 
VB is also considered to be relatively easy to learn and used programming language 
due to its graphical development features and BASIC heritage [19]. 
VB allows programmers to create simple GUI applications as well as to 
develop complex applications. Programming in VB is a combination of a few features 
like visually arranging components or controls on a form, specifying attributes and 
actions, as well as writing additional lines of code to enhance its functionality. In VB, 
the default attributes and actions are already defined for the components which make 
it simpler to create a program without having to write many lines of code. 
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2.7 Unified Modeling Language 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized general-purpose 
modeling language often used in the field of software engineering. UML creates 
visual models of software-intensive systems by including a set of graphical notation 
techniques. The Object Management Group creates and manages the standard. 
The UML is used to simplify the system's architectural. It is used to specify, 
visualize, modify, construct and document the artifacts of object-oriented software 
under development [20]. UML offers a standard way to visualize a system's 
architectural blueprints. This includes elements such as the following: 
" actors 
" activities 
" (logical) components 
" business processes 
" programming language statements 
" database schemas, and 
" reusable software components [21 ]. 
UML diagrams represent two different views of a system model [22] as follows: 
" Static (or structural) view: It emphasizes on the static structure of the system 
by using objects, attributes, operations and relationships. This includes the 
class diagrams and composite structure diagrams. 
" Dynamic (or hehavioran view: It emphasizes on the dynamic behavior of the 
system. It shows the collaborations among objects and also changes to the 
internal states of objects. This includes the sequence diagrams, activity 
diagrams and state machine diagrams. 
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2.7.1 Flentenl oJ'a Class I )iqgram 
Class: It represents an entity of a system that provides an encapsulated 
implementation of certain functionality of a given entity, which is exposed by the 
class to other classes as methods. A class also has properties that reflect the unique 
features of it, called the attributes [231. 








The class name typically has the first alphabet capitalized. If your class has 
more than one words, and capitalize the first alphabet of both words and 
join the two. For e. g.: Student 
A list of attributes of your class goes in here. The syntax is: 
a(trihnie: 7}Te =- "defaultrali a (if ant) 
For e. g. studentld : int OR 
studentNaune : String 
A list of your methods goes in here. The syntax is 
. 
Ilethod. Voine (List ofpamnmeteºs (ifarn' ): Xeiurn ape (if(jm) 
For e. g.: String get StudentName (int student id) 
Figure 1: Structure of a Class 
II 
2.8 IJML Sequence Diagram 
A sequence diagram in Unified Modeling Language (UML) is an interaction 
diagram that shows how the processes operate with one another in what order it is 
designed. Sequence diagrams are sometimes known as Event-trace diagrams, event 
scenarios, and timing diagrams [24]. UML sequence diagrams are used to represent 
the flow of messages, events and actions between the objects or components of a 
system. 
Sequence Diagrams are used mainly to design, document and validate the 
architecture, interfaces and logic of the system. It describes the sequence of actions 
that need to be performed to complete a task or scenario clearly. It is a useful design 
tool due to its ability to provide a dynamic view of the system behavior which can be 
difficult at times to extract from only static diagrams or specifications [25]. 
UML sequence diagrams are also extremely useful as [25J. - 
1) System engineering tools to design system architectures, 
ii) In business process engineering as process flow diagrams, 
iii) As message sequence charts and call flows for telecom/wireless 
system design, and 
iv) For protocol stack design and analysis. 
2.8.1 Parts uJ'a Sequence Diagram 
The lifetime of each object involved is shown as a solid vertical line, with the 
name of the object and its class at the top. The horizontal arrow from the object 
initiating the service to the object supplying the service shows the interaction between 
objects. For better understanding, please refer to the Figure 2 which shows the 
sequence diagram for the Checkout use case of the video store application [26]. 
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(ýte 1) 












I Step 3 of 
use case 
Step 2 of use case 
initiateo l 
Note 3 show(', 
0 
Figure 2: Beginning of Sequence Diagram for Checkout Use Case 
The following notes explain the corresponding features of the diagram [26]. 
1. Note 0: The order of the steps is read from top to bottom where the time goes 
in a downward direction for sequence diagram. 
2. Note 1: Use cases can be initiated by a user or an object, which in this case is 
by a user. Initiation begins at the top left of the diagram, and a solid vertical 
line beneath this symbol drawn indicates that the entity already exists. 
Preconditions can be supplied to specify any assumptions that it makes at its 
inception. 
3. Note 2: From the sequence diagram, it is shown the initiation and execution of 
a sequence of functions. The object at the beginning of each arrow initiates 
the work while the object at the end of the arrow carries out the work of the 
method indicated. Each elongated rectangle denotes the execution of a 
function of the corresponding object. 
4. Note 3: The checkout process can be captured with a Checkout class. The 
BarCodeReader object creates a Checkout object. A factory method initiate O 
is used here to create and initialize the Checkout object. The method initiate () 
then creates a display for choosing checkout options and shows it on the 
console. 
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2.8.2 Srnnnrarization oJ'Stelas Needed to ('reale a Seyrlelu'e 1)iagram 
1. Identify the use case whose sequence 
diagram you will build (if applicable) 
2. Identify which entity initiates the use case 
- the user, or 
- an object of a class 
name the object 
name the class 
3. Draw a rectangle to represent 
this object at left top 
- use UML object: Class notation 
4. Draw an elongated rectangle beneath this 
to represent the execution of an operation 
5. Draw an arrow pointing from its top 
myObject 
: MyClass 




7. Label the arrow with the name of 
the operation 
- usually don't show return 
8. Show a process beginning, 
using an elongated rectangle 
9....... Continue with each new 
statement of the use case 
Identify which entity handles the 
operation initiated 
- an object of a class 
name the object 
name the class 
my0bject my b ce0 ' t' 1J 
: MyClass '' : MyClasst 
operation() 
............... 
Figure 4: Building a Sequence Diagram 2 
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2.9 Transition 
An object may transition from its current state to another state due to an event. 
A transition is denoted with an arrow, labelled with the name of the event causing the 
transition to take place. Sometimes, when an object is in a given state and an event 
occurs, the object can transition to one of several states, depending on a condition 
[27]. 
A state-transition diagram shows the states of the objects of a class, the events 
to which the objects are sensitive, and the resulting transitions between them. The 
state-transition diagram can also be known as statecharts. It is finite state machine. 
2.10 Software Testing 
Software testing is an investigation conducted in order to provide stakeholders 
with information about the quality of the product or service undergone testing [28]. 
Test techniques also include, but are not limited to, the process of executing a 
program or application with the intent of finding software bugs. 
Software Testing can also be stated as the process of validating and verifying 
that a software program/application/product meets the business and technical 
requirements that guided its design and development, works as expected and can be 
implemented with the same characteristics. 
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There are several software testing topics. Among a few of them are: 
I) Scope 
The main purpose of testing is usually to detect software failures so that 
defects may be uncovered and corrected. Testing cannot establish that a 
product functions properly under all conditions but can only establish that it 
does not function properly under specific conditions [29]. The scope often 
includes examination and execution of code in various environments and 
conditions as well as examining the aspects of code. 
2) Defects and failures 
Coding errors are not the only cause for software defects. One common 
source of expensive defects us caused by requirement gaps. An example is 
unrecognized requirements that result in errors of omission by the program 
designer [30]. 
3) Input combinations and preconditions 
A very fundamental problem with software testing is that testing under all 
combinations of inputs and preconditions (initial state) is not feasible, even 
for a simple product [3 11. This means that the number of defects can be very 
large and defects that occur infrequently are difficult to find in testing. 
4) Software validation and verification 
Software testing is used in association with verification and validation. 
According to the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering 
Terminology [32]: 
1) Verification can mean the: 
" Act of reviewing, inspecting, testing, checking, auditing, or otherwise 
establishing and documenting whether items, processes, services or 
documents conform to specified requirements; 
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" Process of determining whether the products of a given phase of the 
software development life cycle fulfil the requirements established 
during the previous phase, and 
" Formal proof of program correctness. 
ii) Validation is defined as the evaluation of software at the end of the 
software development process to ensure compliance with the user 




3.1 Procedure Identification 
Preliminary Research 
" Literature Research 
" Tools Requirement 
Identify All 6 Algorithms 
Present in Analyzer` 
Design Architecture for Analyzer`,,, 
-' 
Develop Engine for Analyzer `, «2 
-rý_` Test Engine 
_r Data Analysis 
Working Working 
Completed 
Figure 5: Flowchart of the Procedures 
3.2 Tools and Equipment 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Analysis of the Analyzes 2 Dummy 
An analysis on the Analyzer-, Dummy had been done to further understand 
and verify the accuracy of the formula applications and concepts used. However, 
there are restrictions to a dummy where it is not as close to the original, prototype 
software. Therefore, the analysis on this dummy is not significant anymore. But it has 
been attached in APPENDIX C, APPENDIX D, APPENDIX E and APPENDIX F 
for viewing purposes. 
4.2 Verification from References Found 
-1.2.1 Monºeººt ('or)-elntiorº AIgorithm 
The formula used and applied in Analyze' is the same as the Pearson's 
Moment Correlation. As discussed in Section 2.1, the Pearson's correlation 
coefficient is given as 
(X1 
(Equation 1) 
n- l i-1 S. l" SY 
Where, 
xi -x A, and sy 
.SX 
are the standard score, sample mean, and sample standard deviation (calculated using 
u-I in the denominator) [4]. 
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Two samples are required to produce the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient, which have been applied in Analyzer". 
4 . 2.2 Spike Algorithººº 
In Analyzer`, it has been programmed to identify a spike if the data satisfies 2 
specific conditions: 
" Instrument reading jumps higher than 2.5 times its long fluctuation level. 
" The jump takes place'/2 a long fluctuation period. 
For the first condition, the reason 2.5 times used is because: 
" 2.5 times fluctuation level is more or less similar to 4 times standard 
deviation. 
" Standard deviation will cover 99.994% of actual process values. 
" Remaining 0.006% is probability a spike may actually be an actual 
process(i. e. not instrument failure) 
This complies with the Empirical Rule (also known as the 68-95-99.7 rule) [33] 
which says that, 
A statistical rule stating that for a normal distribution, almost all data will fall 
within three standard deviations of the mean. 
" The mean ±I standard deviation covers 68% of the area under the curve 
" The mean ±2 standard deviation covers 95% of the area under the curve 
" The mean ±3 standard deviation covers 99.7% of the area under the curve 
Thus, ±4 standard deviation will cover 99.994°rä of area under the curve after 
calculation. Figure 6 shows the normal distribution that applies Empirical Rule. 
20 
-3a -2Q -lo µ 1Q 
Figure 6: Normal Distribution 
2Q 30 
The second condition is the jump should takes place '/ a long fluctuation period since 
spikes usually happens in a short amount of time. If the condition for long fluctuation 
period taken is too long, it might not be a spike but instead the normal increase and 
decrease readings. 
Both conditions are acceptable to identify the spikes. In Analyzer`, it will count the 
number of spikes present after the conditions are fulfilled. A spike is often described 
as a sudden increase which is immediately followed by a sharp decrease in a reading. 
However, in Analyzer` a spike is defined only as the sudden increase or decrease part. 
For an example, if an increase is then followed by a decrease, the Analyzer` will 
detect this as 2 spikes. 
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-1.2.3 .9 verage 
1'alue Algorithm 
This algorithm is to calculate the average value. Thus the formula used is acceptable 
as: 
Average Value = Total samples / Number of samples (Equation 3) 
This algorithm is essential as it gives an insight of the range a healthy 
instrument operates. On a stable plant process, a healthy instrument is expected to 
read within certain values. For an example, a furnace excess 02 should typically be 
read around 1% to 7%. This algorithm will constantly monitor a moving average of 
the analyser's readings. If the reading is not within its expected range, the instrument 
may be considered faulty. 
-1.2.4 Average Deviation Algorithm 
In this algorithm, two samples are needed. The sum of difference between the 
two samples, also called as the sum of deviation, will be divided by the number of 
samples to get the average. 
The forniula used in Analyzer is: 
Average Deviation = I(Sample 2-Sample 1) / Number of samples ( Equation 4) 
Please refer back to Section 2.5 on the steps to find Average Deviation 
(precision of measurement) [18]. The formula or steps done are the same. Thus, this 
algorithm is acceptable too. 
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Average deviation algorithm calculates the average deviation between two 
identical instruments. The two similar instruments measuring the same point should 
always have a standard allowable average deviation. 
43 Algorithms' Applications and Alternatives 
The table shows the examples of applications for each algorithm used along with 
other available alternatives. 
Table 2: Applications and Alternatives for Each Algorithm 
Algorithm Examples of Applications Alternatives 
Pearson's product- Practical applications, involving 
moment correlation data suspected to follow a heavy- 
coefficient tailed distribution 
" Spearman's rank 
correlation 
coefficient 
" Kendall tau 
coefficient 
Fluctuation Hardware implementation None 
Spike " Hardware implementation in Continuous Wavelet 
an application Transform 
" Neural signals 
Average Value Shunt Active Power Filter None 
Average Deviation Weather None 
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4.4 Design Architecture 
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Figure 7 shows the class diagram of the structural view/ structure diagram. 





A class diagram is actually similar to a family tree. It consists of a group of 
classes and interfaces that reflects important entities of the business domain of the 
modelled system, as well as the relationships among the classes and interfaces. In a 
class diagram, the classes will show their attributes and methods as well. 
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Figure 8: Sequence Diagram of Analyzer`,.. 2 
The sequence diagram for Analyzer` is relatively easy to understand as the 
concept is quite easy. First, to get the calculated overall confidence level, it will need 
all the values to be calculated by each different test. All the tests will be run 
accordingly for all the analysers. The object responsible for executing the method 
named on the arrow is at the end of the arrow. Thus, after the calculations are done at 
each test, they will resend the results back to the Class Tag Number. The overall 
confidence level is then calculated here and displayed back to the user. 
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Figure 9: State- Transition Diagram of Analyzer `,. ýr2 
0 
Figure 9 shows the states of the objects of a class, the events to which the objects are 
sensitive, and the resulting transitions between them. 
4 lvs: Flucluation Level Test 
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4.5 Explanation on the Coding 
The coding for Moment Correlation Test Class, Fluctuation Level Test Class, Overall 
Confidence Level Function and Probability of Unhealthy When Healthy are attached 
in Appendix G, Appendix H, Appendix I and Appendix J. 
4.5.1 Moment ('orrelalhon h+s/ ('lass 
By referring to Appendix G, this Moment Correlation Test requires 2 sets of 
samples. So since only 1 set of samples is specified in the Class_Test, the second set 
of samples is specified here. The formula used to calculate Correlation Coefficient is: 
1n xi -X 
Ij-Y 
(Equation 1) 
n-1i-1 Sl SY 
r is the Correlation Coefficient 
s is long standard deviation. Note that this standard deviation is not 
calculated from the sampled data, but calculated from a long sample data 
Xis a sample in the data set 
X with bar is the sample average 
n: sample size 
So in this case, the average of the first and second samples are written and 
carried out here. The average is calculated by adding all the samples and then 
dividing them with the number of samples added. These are written in properties so 
that once the conditions for calculating correlation coefficient is fulfilled, this section 
will be called forth to calculate. 
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Next is to calculate the correlation coefficient. Before this section of 
command could be executed, it has to fulfill certain conditions. 
The conditions set are: 
a. If the total number of each sample is more than 1, then it will proceed to the 
next statement. 
b. If the current data/value is more than the previous data/value, it will be set as 
the highest data/value in the samples. This is done for both of the samples to 
obtain the highest data/value in those samples. 
c. If the current data/value is lesser than the previous data/value, it will be set as 
the lowest data/value in the samples. This is done for both of the samples to 
obtain the lowest data/value in those samples. 
d. Step (b) and (c) are carried out to fulfill step (d). The main condition to fulfill 
is to check that : 
i. Highest value in Sample I- Lowest value in Sample I> (2* Long Standard 
Deviation) 
ii. Highest value in Sample 2- Lowest value in Sample 2> (2* Long Standard 
Deviation) 
Once step (d) is fulfilled, it will only carry out the command for the Correlation 
Coefficient calculations. The next command is to call back the calculation for sample 
average stated earlier. Once the average is calculated, the standard score is 
programmed to be calculated next. 
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The standard score for both Sample I and 2 are calculated by using: 
Each Samples - Sample AveragE 
Long Standard Deviation 
(Equation 5) 
Based on the Correlation Coefficient formula, each standard score for in 
Sample I is multiplied with each standard score for in Sample 2. After that, all the 
multiplications are sum up. 
The final command to get the Correlation Coefficient is to calculate: 
r= 1/(n- 1) * total, (Equation 1) 
where r= Correlation Coefficient, 
n= sample size, 
total = sum of the multiplications of both standard score from sample 1 and 2 
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4.5.2 P7iicitraiion Level T es/ ('lass 
By referring to Appendix H, the High Fluctuation Level Test is programmed 
to detect heavy fluctuation while the Low Fluctuation Level Test is programmed to 
detect small fluctuation. Both tests uses the same algorithm except the range of 
fluctuations, thus the Low Fluctuation Level Test will inherit the algorithm from the 
High Fluctuation Level Test. 
For all the samples in the data, if the current sample is larger than the previous 
sample, then the total up move is calculated by summing the subtracted value of 
previous sample from the current sample. The total up move shows how much values 
it has moved up. Same thing is programmed for the total down move with the 
condition the current sample is smaller than the previous sample. 
Once that is done, the program is set to detect the up peak counted and down 
peak counted. In this case, if the up peak counted is false (where the current data now 
is smaller than the previous data), then it will add a "I" to the total peak. Same thing 
is done for the down peak counted (where the current data now is larger than the 
previous data). So the total peak is to calculate the number of peaks when the values 
started to rise or drop simultaneously. 
The last command is that if the total peak is only one or lesser, it will give a 
zero high fluctuation level. Otherwise, it will add all the total up move and total down 
move first and then divided by the number of peaks. 
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4.5.3 Overall Confidence l, erelFturclinn 
By referring to Appendix 1, the calculation for the overall confidence level is 
carried out under the Class_Tag_Number. There is another property used in 
Class_Tag_Number such as In Class Moment Correlation On which are also used 
in other 7 tests where the word "on" is assigned. This actually acts as a flag where the 
person will be able to determine whether to activate that particular test or not by 
assigning "l" as true and "0" as false. 
In this part, if the flag detected a"0" for certain tests, then the confidence level 
and weightage of those tests will be assigned zeros. This is so that the total healthy 
probability will not be affected by those tests which have been omitted by the 
personnel. For an example, when the flag is "I ", this calculation will be done: 
MC =I-2 *p, (Equation 6) 
where MC = Moment Correlation 
p= Probability of Unhealthy when Healthy for MC 
Remarks: The same formula is used for all the tests but assigned according to its own 
names/tests. 
The calculations of Probability of Unhealthy When Healthy are done under 
the Utility_Module (Please refer to Appendix J). All the calculations for Probability 
of Unhealthy When Healthy for all the tests are carried out and the values are used in 
this Class_Tag_Number. The results of all the tests from the calculation mentioned 
are then used to calculate the weightage average deviation. 
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The weightage average deviation for each test is calculated by using the 
following formula: 
E. g. WADMC = MC / (MC + Sp + HiFL + LoFL + HiFP + LOFP + AV + AD), 
(Equation 7) 
where WADMC = Weightage average deviation for Moment Correlation 
MC = Moment Correlation 
MC + Sp + HiFL + LoFL + HiFP + LoFP + AV + AD =Sum all 
of each tests calculated above. 
Next, it will calculate the overall confidence level (also known as the healthy 
probability) as below: 
Prob Healthy = (CLMC * WADMC) + (CLSp * WADSp) + (CLHiFL * WADHiFL) 
+ (CLLoFL * WADLoFL) + (CLHiFP * WADHiFP) + (CLLoFP * WADLoFP) + 
(CLAV * WADAV) + (CLAD * WADAD) 
(Equation 8) 
Based on the formula used, each tests' confidence level is multiplied by its 
own calculated weightage. A sum of each tests' multiplications is done thereafter to 
get the overall confidence level. 
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-l. S. -J l'rohahilily oI*llnhealilry {f'hen Healthy 
By referring to Appendix J, the calculation of Probability of Unhealthy When 
Healthy is executed here. The calculations are as below: 
Let 
x= the value at the intersection, 
m mean of healthy behavior, 
d= standard deviation of healthy behavior, 
n= mean of unhealthy behavior, 
e= standard deviation of unhealthy behavior, 
Y=A flag that indicates the mean of an unhealthy distribution is most likely 
to be higher than a healthy one, and 
CDF(a, b, c) is the cumulative distribution function with 
a= value at x-axis of normal distribution 
b= mean of normal distribution 
c= standard deviation of normal distribution 
The value at x-axis of normal distribution, mean of normal distribution and 





Next step is to find the value of x according to which condition it satisfy. 
If Y= True, x= (-b + root(b^2 -4xax c))/ (2 x a) 
If Y=False, x=(-b-root(b^2-4x ax c))/ (2 x a) 
If d=e, x= (m^2 - n^2)/(2*(rn-n)) 
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Lastly, the area is calculated based on the condition specified. 
If Y= True, Area = CDF(m-abs(x-m), rn, d) + CDF(x, n, e) 
If Y= False, Area = CDF(n-abs(x-n), n, e) + CDF(x, m, d) 
4.6 Software Testing 
Now that the designing and developing of the engine had been completed, the 
next step is to test run the engine for any bugs or errors. Currently, the testing that 
had been done are just by inserting some samples and run the program in Visual 
Studio 2008. Another testing will be done by MIMOS to fully comply with the 
standards and also to be certified. The last stage is critical as this will ensure the 
engine developed is 100% working without any problems. 
There will be two types of testing. One is the system testing and the other is 
the validation testing. System testing is to test the entire engine as a whole. It is also 
to test for any other problems like whether the engine will lag if there are too much 
data present and so on. Meanwhile, the validation testing is to test each individual test 
for any errors or bugs. This is also to test any possibilities that the classes will 
produce a different answer for any type cases. The two types of testing will be 
divided between two final year students to proceed. 
The testing done here will be the system testing. The engine has been run as a 
whole system without any errors. However, the more samples included, the slower 
the system gets. This should not be a real issue as the system testing could only be 
done using the Visual Studio 2008 in the laptop or personal computers. Time used to 
process the data is dependent on individual devices' speed and memory. The real 
system testing has been included in the discussion with MIMOS as one of the testing 
to be done. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
A lot of readings have been done to achieve the first objective, which is to 
verify the software characteristics. Understanding how the software works is 
insufficient, fully grasping the concepts and theories used are very important. The 
second objective have been achieved where the designing and enhancing the software 
was completed. Three types of designing architectures have been studied and 
designed according to Analyzer', -, 2. The engine have been developed using Visual 
Basic and are now waiting to be fully tested according to certain standards. 
5.2 Recommendations 
The last stage is to be tested according to the standards by a registered and 
well-known company such as MIMOS. Negotiations and discussions with MIMOS 
are taking place now. Further research and development could be done to enhance the 
test algorithms and the software itself Increasing the software functionality is also 
recommended such as having the alarm history, auto mail notification, auto update to 
webpage and so on. Verification for Fluctuation Level and Period Algorithm could 
also be continued as the references to support the calculation have yet to be found. 
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GANTT CHART FOR FYP I 
Work Week No 
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" Spike Algorithm 
" Average Value 
Algorithm 
" Average Deviation 
Algorithm 
" Special Condition 
Algorithm 
Submission of Preliminary 
Report 
Submission of Progress 
Report 




GANTT CHART FOR FYP 2 
Work Week No 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Continuation of work 
Submission of Progress 
Report I 
Designing Architecture 
Developing the Engine 
Testing the Engine 
Submission of Progress 
2 Report 
Poster Exhibition 
Submission of Dissertation 
(Soft Bound) 
Oral Presentation 
Submission of Project 
Dissertation (Hard Bound) 
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APPENDIX C 
MOMENT CORRELATION TEST MODELLER 
The Moment Correlation Test Modeller is the first part in the Analyzer` Momeltl 
Modeller Test spreadsheet. 
The figure below shows one of the test run used in Analyzer. This test is related to 
the Moment Correlation as mentioned earlier. 
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An analysis on the spreadsheet had been done in order to further understand 
the calculations and relations. Only the complicated calculations or nested functions 
used will be showed and discussed here. 
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a) Confidence Inler"val (%) - (C5) 
The confidence level shows how much percentage confidence that the 
instrument is healthy. In theory, the confidence level is an approximation of an 
operation between 2 probability distribution functions. The 2 distribution function 
represents a particular instrument's behavior when it's healthy and when it's 
unhealthy. 
C5 = IF($C$4<2, "", 2*NORMS DIST(($C$2*($C$4^0.5)/C12))-1) 
True 
$C$4<2 NULI. 
ý ý,,. - .. _.. 
2x NORM DIST 
$C$2 XV r$C$4 
C12 
11 
$C$4 = Number of observations 
$C$2 = Max mean error 
C12 = Standard deviation 
Figure 10: Flowchart of the Confidence Interval(%) 
The formula used for Confidence Level (%) is as follow: 
[Max Amean error x NINumberof observation I 
f2x 
NOR: ýtDIST ý 
Standard deviation 




h) I'rohosed Score 10 Limit - (CO) 
C6 =1F(C12="", "", IF(C9<O, IF($C$3<C9+C12+$C$2, "Invalid", 
lF($C$3<C9+2*C 12+$C$2, C9+C 12+$C$2, C9+2*C 12+$C$2)), 
IF($C$3>C9-C 12-$C$2, "Invalid", IF($C$3>C9-2*C 12-$C$2, C9-C 12-$C$2, C9- 
2*C12-$C$2)))) 
true 
C12=.. op C9° 
True 









C9 = Average Value 
C12 = Standard Deviation 
$C$2 = Max Mean Error 
$C$3 = Average Known Failure Values 
$C$3< True 










Based on the flowchart derived from the functions used in Excel, there are 
seven possible outputs depending on the condition given. For the last two conditions, 
the possible four outputs are as below: 
i) If Ave rage Known fäilrrre Values Average Value 2x Standard Deviation 
Max Mean 1: 'rror, 
Case True : Average Value - Standard Deviation - Max Mean Error 
Case False : Average Value -2x Standard Deviation - Max Mean Error 
ii) If Average Known Pailrn"e Values Avei-age Value -2x Standard Ue viation 
Max Mean Isrror, 
Case True : Average Value + Standard Deviation + Max Mean Error 
Case False : Average Value +2x Standard Deviation + Max Mean Error 
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APPENDIX D 
ANALYZER2 CORRELATION SAMPLER 
This is the other part of the spreadsheet in Moment Test Modeller. 
Analyzer2 Correlation Sampler 
- Analysis Results 
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There are a few functions used in this part of the spreadsheet. Only several of it will 
be showed and discussed here. 
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a) ('alctrlaiecllleslonee Time (('H) 
C8 = IF(C3="N/A", C6, IF(C5="N/A", C4, IF(ABS(C5)>ABS(C3), C6, C4))) 
;% c3= 
Iruc 








C3 = Highest Positive Correlation 
Obtained 
C4 = Time of Correlation 
C5 = Highest Negative Correlation 
Obtained 
C6 = Time of Correlation 
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The flowchart explains the sequence as follow: 
Calculated Response Time => Highest Positive Correlation Obtained (C3) = "N/A"? 
i) Case True : Show value of Time of Correlation for Highest Negative 
Correlation Obtained 
ii) Case False : If Highest Negative Correlation Obtained (C5) _ "N/A", 
- Case True : Show value of Time of Correlation for Highest Positive 
Correlation Obtained 
- Case False: If absolute value of Highest Negative Correlation 
Obtained is bigger than absolute value of Highest Positive 
Correlation Obtained, 
o Case True : Show value of Time of Correlation for 
Highest Negative Correlation Obtained 
o Case False: Show value of Time of Correlation for 
Highest Positive Correlation Obtained 
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b) ('orrelarion COL JJicienj (('9) 
C9 = =IF(C3="N/A", C5, IF(C5="N/A", C3, IF(ABS(C5)>ABS(C3), C5, C3))) 
C5 = 








C3 = Highest Positive Correlation 
Obtained 
C5 = Highest Negative Correlation 
Obtained 
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The flowchart explains the sequence as follow: 
Correlation Coefficient => Highest Positive Correlation Obtained (C3) = "N/A"? 
i) Case True : Show value of Highest Negative Correlation Obtained (C5) 
ii) Case False : if Highest Negative Correlation Obtained (C5) = "N/A", 
- Case True : Show value of Highest Positive Correlation Obtained (C3) 
- Case False : If absolute value of Highest Negative Correlation 
Obtained is bigger than absolute value of Highest Positive 
Correlation Obtained, 
o Case True : Show value of Highest Negative 
Correlation Obtained (C5) 
o Case False : Show value of Highest Positive 
Correlation Obtained (C3) 
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APPENDIX E 
FLUCTUATION TEST MODELLER 
In the fluctuation test modeller, the confidence interval are calculated exactly 
the same formula as the one used in Moment Correlation Test Modeller. 
-_F ___ 
Analyzer2 Fluctuation Test Modeller 
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In this test modeller, there are two conditions where an instrument is 
suspected to fail. In order to encounter such situations, two fluctuation level 
algorithms are applied. One used to detect heavy fluctuation while the latter to detect 
small fluctuation. They are as follow: 
Fluctuation Level 
Analyzer'- then calculates fluctuation level by averaging the peak to peak 
fluctuation of a trend. 
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ii) Fluctuation Period 
Analyzer` then calculates fluctuation period by averaging the upper peak to 
upper peak period of a trend. 
Among the four values showed in the spreadsheet are: 
i) Pluclzialion l. evvel Average 
This is calculated by using the average of all the Fluctuation Level (minutes) 
which had occurred. 
ii) P'luctnation Level SYanclarcl Deviation 
"['his is also calculated using the standard deviation function in Microsoft 
Excel with all the values of the Fluctuation Level (minutes) that were 
recorded. 
The standard deviation formula used is: 
ý(X - X)` 
I. 
(, -I) 
iii) Flrrcluaiion PeriotlAverage 
This is calculated using the formula below: 
Number of Samples 
Fluctuation Period Average = [Sum of Fluctuation Time(minutes) -- 11 
iv) Flitctnation Period Standard Deviation 
The formula used isv(Average of all Variance of Fluctuation Tama taken). In 
this case, the standard deviation for fluctuation time (minutes) is equated to 
the square root of the average for variance of fluctuation time. 
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From the data stored in the Analyzer` Fluctuation Test Modeller, two graphs 
are generated and they are as the following. 
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The graphs show the changes of the process variable against time while the 
other shows the fluctuation level that has been detected against time. Too heavy or 
too small fluctuations may indicate unhealthy instruments. The fluctuation level's 
unit is in minutes. The several highest fluctuation levels recorded could be seen when 
the changes in the process variable changes abruptly and tremendously. 
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APPENDIX F 
SPIKE TEST MODELLER 
A spike is a sudden increase in an instrument reading. There will not be spikes 
detected in healthy instruments. A spike is a good pre-indication that at instrument 
will fail in times to cone. 
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Among the main calculated values are as follow: 
i) Average Slope Detected - The average of the entire recorded slope is 
calculated. 
ii) Highest Slope Detected - The highest value of slope is picked out among all 
the other slopes. 
iii) Spike Threshold - An inserted value. 
iv) Number of Spikes - Spikes occurred are counted. 
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There are not any complicated calculations used in Spike Test Modeller as 
compared to the earlier two test modellers. However, the confusing part in this Spike 
Test Modeller is that the spike threshold value is inserted in the spreadsheet and not 
through any calculations or functions used in Microsoft Excel. This will be hard for 
another person who analyzes this to try and understand how the value comes about. 
There are two graphs generated from the data gathered in the Analyzer` Spike 
Test Modeller as the following. 
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From the graph Process Variable vs Time, when the process variable has a 
sudden increase or decrease in value, it forms a spike as can be seen in the graph 
Slope vs Time. In Analyzer`, it is defined a spike only as the sudden increase or 
decrease part. Units are not included in the graphs as it is unknown from the raw data. 
Spikes are detected at the following time: 
" 8: 54: 00 AM 
" 8: 35: 00 AM 
" 7: 18: 00 AM 
These gives a total 3 spikes as recorded. 
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APPENDIX C 
MOMENT CORRELATION TEST CLASS 
Public Sub Calculate Moment Correlationo 
Dim Standard Score 1 As Decimal 
Dim Standard Score 2 As Decimal 
Dim Total As Decimal =0 
Dim Highest 
_Value _In_Samples_1 
As Decimal =0 
Dim Highest Value_In_Samples_2 As Decimal =0 
If MyBase. Samples. Count >1 Then 
For Counter =0 To MyBase. Samples. Count -1 
If MyBase. Samples(Counter) > Highest Value In Samples_i Then 
Highest_Value_In_Samples_1 = MyBase. Samples(Counter) 
Next 
End If 
Dim Lowest Value_In_Samples_l As Decimal= Highest_Value_In_Samples_l 
If MyBase. Samples. Count >1 Then 
For Counter =0 To MyBase. Samples. Count -1 
If MyBase. Samples(Counter) < Lowest Value In Samples 1 Then 
Lowest Value_In_Samples_1 = MyBase. Samples(Counter) 
Ne t 
End If 
If In Class Samples 2. Count >1 Then 
For Counter =0 To In class Samples_2. Count -1 
If In_Class_Samples_2(Counter) > Highest_Value_In_Samples_2 
Then Highest_Value_In_Samples_2 = In_Class_Samples_2(Counter) 
Next 
End If 
Dim Lowest_Value_In_Samples_2 As Decimal= Highest_Value_In_Samples_2 
If In_Class 
_Samples_2. 
Count >1 Then 
For Counter =0 To In Class Samples 2. Count -1 
If In Class Samples 2 (Counter) < Lowest_Value_In_Samples_2 






(2 * MyBase Long_Std_Dev) Or (Highest 
_Value_In_Samples_2 - Lowest_Value_In_Samples_2) > (2 * MyBase. Long_Std_Dev) Then 
In Class Sample 1 Average = Calculate_Sample_1_Average() 




For Counter =0 To (MyBase. Samples. Count - 1) 
Standard Score 1 (MyBase. Samples(Counter)- 
In_Class_Sample_1 Average) / MyBase. Long_Std_Dev 
Standard Score 2= (In_Class_Samples_2(Counter) - 
In_Class_Sample_2 Average) / MyBase. Long_Std_Dev 
Total = Total + (Standard Score 1* Standard Score 2) 
Next ---- 






FLUCTUATION LEVEL TEST CLASS 
Public function Calculate_Fluctuation_Level(ByRef Samples As 
ArrayList) As Decimal 
Dim TotalUp_Move As Decimal =0 
Dim Total Peak As Integer =0 
Dim Total Down Move As Integer =0 
Dim Up Peak Counted As Boolean = False 
Dim Down Peak Counted As Boolean = False 
For Counter =1 To (Samples. Count - 1) 
If Samples(Counter) > Samples(Counter - 1) Then 
Total Up Move = Total_Up_Move + (Samples(Counter) - 
Samples(Counter - 1)) 
If Up_Peak_Counted = False Then 
Total Peak = Total_Peak +1 
Up_Peak_Counted = True 
Down Peak Counted = False 
End If 
End If 
If Samples(Counter) < Samples(Counter - 1) Then 
Total Down Move = Total 
_Down _Move 
+ (Samples(Counter) - 
Samples(Counter - 1)) 
If Down_Peak_Counted = False Then 
Total Peak = Total_Peak +1 
Up_Peak_Counted = False 




If Total Peak <= 1 Then 
InClass_Fluctuation_Level =0 
Else 
In Class Fluctuation_Level = (Total_Up_Move - Total_Down_Move) 
/ Total Peak 
End If 
End Function 
Public Overridable Function Calculate Confidence Level() As Decimal 
Utility-module. Calculate_Confidence_Level(In_Class_Fluctuation_Level 
, MyBase. Healthy_Mean, MyBase. Healthy_Std Dev, MyBase. Unhealthy Mean, 
MyBase. Unhealthy_Std_Dev, Test. Hi_Fluctuation_Level) 




OVERALL CONFIDENCE LEVEL FUNCTION -TAG NUMBER CLASS 
PubI1(: Function Calculate Overall Confidence Level O As Decimal 
Dim CLMC = Me. Moment_Correlation_Test. Confidence_Level 
Dim CLSp = Me. SpikeTest. ConfidenceLevel 
Dim CLHiFL = Me. HiFluctuation Level Test. ConfidenceLevel 
Dim CLLoFL = Me. LoFluctuation Level Test. Confidence_Level 
Dim CLHiFP = Me. Hi Fluctuation Period Test. Confidence_Level 
Dim CLLoFP = Me. Lo Fluctuation period Test. Confidence_Level 
Dim CLAY = Me. Average_Value_ Test. Confidence_Level 
Dim CLAD = Me. Average_Deviation_Test. Confidence_Level 
Dim Prob_Healthy As Decimal 
Dim p= 
Me. Momerlt Correlation Test. Probability Of Unhealthy When_Healthy 
'Refers back to the moment correlation test in class tag number 
which get the prob unhealthy when healthy from class test, inherited 
by each individual's test. 
Dim q= Me. Spike_Test. Probability_Of_Unhealthy When_Healthy 
Dim r= 
Me. Hi_Fluctuation_Level_Test. Probability_Of_Unhealthy When_Healthy 
Dim s= 
Me. Lo_Fluctuation_Level_Test. Probability_Of_Unhealthy When_Healthy 
Dim t= 
Me. Hi_Fluctuation_Period_Test. Probability_Of_Unhealthy_When_Healthy 
Dim u= 
Me. Lo_Fluctuation_Period_Test. Probability_Of_Unhealthy_When_ Healthy 
Dim v= Me. Average_Value_Test. Probability_Of_Unhealthy_When_Healthy 
Dim w= 
Me. Average_Deviation Test. Probability_Of_Unhealthy When_Healthy 
Dim MC As Decimal 
Dim Sp As Decimal 
Dim HiFL As Decimal 
Dim LoFL As Decimal 
Dim HiFP As Decimal 
Dim LoFP As Decimal 
Dim AV As Decimal 
Dim AD As Decimal 
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Dim WADMC As Decimal 'Weightage_Average 
_Deviation _Moment 
Correlation 
Dim WADSp As Decimal 'Weightage_Average 
_Deviation 
Spike 
Dim WADHiFL As Decimal 'Weightage Average Deviation Hi Fluctuation Level 
Dim WADLOFL As Decimal 'Weightage Average_Deviation Lo Fluctuation Level 
Dim WADHiFP As Decimal 'Weightage Average Deviation Hi Fluctuation Period 
Dim WADLoFP As Decimal 'Weightage Average Deviation Lo Fluctuation Period 
Dim WADAV As Decimal 'Weightage_Average_Deviation_Average_Value 
Dim WADAD As Decimal 'Weightage Average_Deviation Average_Deviation 
If In Class Moment Correlation Test On =0 Then 
MC =0 
WADMC =0 
Elself In Class Moment Correlation Test On =1 Then 
MC =1- 2-* p 
WADMC = MC / (MC + Sp + HiFL + LoFL + HiFP + LoFP + AV + AD) 
End If 
If In_Ciass_Spike_Test_On = False Then 
Sp =0 
WADSp =0 
ElseIf In Class_Spike_Test_On = True Then 
Sp =1-2*q 
WADSp = Sp / (MC + Sp + HiFL + LoFL + HiFP + LoFP + AV + AD) 
End If 
If In_Class Hi. Fluctuation Level Test_On =0 Then 
HiFL =0 
WADHiFL =0 
ElseIf InClass Hi_Fluctuation_Level_Test_On =1 Then 
Hi FL =1-2*r 
WADHiFL = HiFL / (MC + Sp + HiFL + LoFL + HiFP + LoFP + AV + AD) 
End If 
If In_Class_Lo_Fluctuation_Level_Test_On =0 Then 
LoFL =0 
WADLoFL =0 
ElseIf In Class LoFluctuatiOn_LeVel_Test_On =1 Then 
LoFL =1-2*s 
WADLoFL = LoFL / (MC + Sp + HiFL + LoFL + HiFP + LoFP + AV + AD) 
End If 
If In Class Hi Fluctuation period_Test_On =0 Then 
HiFP =0 
WADHiFP =0 
ElseIf In Class Hi Fluctuation_Period_Test_On =1 Then 
HiFP =1-2*t 
WADHiFP = HiFP / (MC + Sp + HiFL + LoFL + HiFP + LoFP + AV + AD) 
End If 
If In_ClassLoFluctuation_Period_Test_On =0 Then 
LoFP =0 
WADLoFP =0 
Eiself In Class Lo Fluctuation Period Test On =1 Then 
LoFP =1-2*u 
WADLoFP = LoFP / (MC + Sp + HiFL + LoFL + HiFP + LoFP + AV + AD) 
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End If 
If In_Class_Average_Value_Test_On =0 Then 
AV =0 
WADAV =0 
ElseIf In Class Average Value Test On =1 Then 
AV =1-2*v 
WADAV = AV / (MC + Sp + HiFL + LoFL + HiFP + LoFP + AV + AD) 
End If 
If In Class Average Deviation Test On =0 Then 
AD =0-- 
WADAD =0 
ElseIf In Class Average Deviation Test On =1 Then 
AD 1-2*w 
WADAD = AD / (MC + Sp + HiFL + LoFL + HiFP + LoFP + AV + AD) 
End If 
'Overall Confidence Level Calculation 
Prob Healthy = (CLMC * WADMC) + (CLSp * WADSp) + (CLHiFL * WADHiFL) 
+ (CLLoFL * WADLoFL) + (CLHiFP * WADHiFP) + (CLLoFP * WADLoFP) + 
(CLAV * WADAV) + (CLAD * WADAD) 




PROBABILITY OF UNHEALTHY WHEN HEALTHY- UTILITY MODULE 
Public unction 
Calculate Probability Of Unhealthy When_Healthy(ByRef Healthy 
- 
Mean 
As Decimal, ByRef Healthy Std Dev As Decimal, ByRef Unhealthy_Mean 
As Decimal, ByRef Unhealthy Std Dev As Decimal) As Decimal 
Dim X As Decimal 
Dim Area As Decimal 
Dim a As Decimal 
Dim b As Decimal 
Dim c As Decimal 
Dim Value AtXAxis Of Normal Distr As Decimal 
Dim Mean Of NorinalDistr As Decimal 
Dim Std DevOf NormalDistr As Decimal 
Dim m= Healthy Mean 
Dim d= Healthy Std Dev 
Dim n= Unhealthy Mean 
Dim e= Unhealthy Std Dev 




Mean OfNormal Distr = (-2) * ((n *d^ 2) - (m *e^ 2)) 
Std Dev Of Normal Distr = n^ 2* d^ 2- m^ 2* e^ 2-2 
*d^2*e^2* Math. Log(d / e) 
If Y= True Then 
X= (-b + Math. Sqrt(b ^2-4*a* c)) / (2 * a) 
If Y= False Then 
X= (-b - Math. Sgrt (b ^2-4*a* c)) / (2 * a) 
If d=e Then 




If Y= True Then 
Area = CDF(m - Math. Abs(X - m), m, d) + CDF(X, n, e) 
If Y= False Then 
Area = CDF(n - Math. Abs(X - n), n, e) + CDF(X, m, d) 
End If 
End If 
End Function 
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